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1.Screw the handle 
body to the right until
the handle off. 2.  the screw cover 

to the right until it off
Screw

3.From underneath,
get the valve body 
through the countertop

4.put the screw cover back
and screw to the left until 
firmly secured,then firmly
tighten the screw to the
right by screwer.

5.  the arrow part (shown in picture)to the left-most. 
Put the left handle in the same direction as the picture shows,
keep the handle pole static meantime rotate the handle body to the left until firmly secured.

Screw

6.  the arrow part (show in picture)to the right-most. 
Put the right handle in the same direction as the picture show,
keep the handle pole static meantime rotate the handle body to the right until firmly secured.

Screw

The left-most

 The right-most

1.confirm the O-ring is underneath the faucet.
 

2.From underneath,feed the washers and mounting nut.

3.Screw the mounting nut to right until it is firmly secured.

5.Install the left and right handles

6.Connect the flexible hoses:
the side with nut connect to TEE,the other side to the valve body.

7.The installation reference image for the faucet without drain

Install the drain as the picture shows

3.Get the hose of shower head through the shower bracket and locate them on the countertop.
From underneath,feed the washers and mounting nut,Screw the mounting nut to right until it is firmly secured.

Tighten 3 screws in the mounting nut by screwers until the shower bracket is firmly secured.

Then connect another side of the shower hose to the valve body.

7.Connect the flexible hoses as the picture shows.
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The installation reference image for the faucet with drain. 

Tighten the screw to 
Connect the Pop-up pole
 with the fully-installed drain. 
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Rubber washer

Stainless steel washer
2.From underneath,feed the washers and mounting nut.
If you also bought drain,please also get the pop-up pole 
through the washers before Screwing the mounting nut. 

3.Screw the mounting nut to right until it is firmly secured.

4.  the nut of the TEE joint to right until the TEE is firmly secured.Screw
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1.Confirm the O-ring is underneath the faucet.
 If you bought drain together with the faucet,
 please put the pop-up pole through the hole 
 which is at back of the faucet.

Keep pressing this button of
quick connector with fingers.
At the same time, Push the 
End of pull-out hose upward into 
the quick connector, until unable 
to push any further.
Pull down the pull-out hose to 
ensure they connect well. 

natural state

 pressing state

come out
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4.Install the left and right handles
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Bath FaucetThree-pcs series basin Faucet

Mounting shank

Metal Washer

Screw two water supply lines into faucet Screw two mounting posts into another 

From underneath sink, secure
 faucet body by placing plastic 
 washer, metal washer and 
 mounting nut onto mounting post.

 

Firmly tighten mounting nut  until

 faucet is firmly secured to  sink.

Kitchen faucet (Non Pull-out/Pull-down spray)

Pull-out/Pull-down spray kitchen faucet

Kitchen Faucet Wall-mounted Faucet

Washbasin Faucet

 inlet holes in the bottom of faucet body. two holes in the bottom of faucet body.

Place a O-ring over water supply 

lines and mounting posts into the 

groove on the faucet base.

  From above , insert mounting posts 
and water supply lines through hole 
on sink.

Screw mounting shank into faucet base

    Screw two water supply lines

From above , insert mounting 

From underneath, feed the 

nut over the water supply lines   

    Tighten the mounting nut to 

Tighten the mounting nut 

Washbasin Faucet

plastic washer and mounting  

Thread the mounting nut on to

 into faucet inlet holes in the 
bottom of faucet body.

shank and water supply lines 

through hole on sink.

retaining screws until faucet 

is firmly secured to sink.

and mounting shank.

 the mounting shank. 

the underside of the sink. 

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅴ

Ⅰ Ⅱ

Ⅲ Ⅳ Ⅴ

COLD

HOT

Screw two water
 supply lines into
 faucet inlet tubes

Insert the faucet supply 

inlet tubes, water supply

 lines and mounting shank 

through the hole in sink.

Ensure that plastic putty plate
is pressed onto deck plate. 
Install the deck plate over the 
holes in sink.

From underneath sink, feed the 
plastic washer, metal washer
and mounting nut over the water 
supply lines, faucet inlet tubes,
pull-out hose and mounting shank. 
Thread the mounting nut onto the 
mounting shank. 

From underneath sink, feed the 
plastic washer, metal washer
and mounting nut over the water 
supply lines, faucet inlet tubes,
pull-out hose and mounting shank. 
Thread the mounting nut onto the 
mounting shank. 

Tighten the mounting nut to the 
underside of the sink.

Without Deck plate

With Deck plate

1

2
Screw two water
 supply lines into
 faucet inlet tubes

1：

2：

Attach weight to the pull-out hose
using screws at the lowest point
on the pull-out hose.

Keep pressing this button of quick connector with fingers.
At the same time, Push the End of pull-out hose upward into 
the quick connector, until unable to push any further.
Pull down the pull-out hose to ensure they connect well. 

natural state  pressing state

come out

Attaching the pull-out hose

NOTE:

Ensure the soap dispenser 
to sink by mounting sink and 
mounting nut.

YOU MAYBE NEED: Kitchen Faucet

How to take off the pull-out hose:
Keep pressing the button of quick 
connector with fingers. At the same
time, Pull down the pull-out hose.

Take off the red/blue button on the handle. 
Unscrew the set screw from.The handle. 
Take off the handle from the valve body.

Connect the valve body with water pipe. 
Put them into wall so that front of the
plasterguard is flush with the finished 
wall surface.
Put plasterguard and Rubber ring onto valve body.

Put the handle onto valve body and tighten set screw. 
Insert the shower arm through the flange. 
Screw shower arm into pipe elbow inside the wall. 
Put the flange onto the finished wall surface.
Thread shower head onto shower arm.

BATH HANDLE:

Ⅰ Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Instructions of pressure balance cartridge

The highest temperature is 90

The lowest temperature is 3.9

The temperature fall from “+” to “-“(Clockwise)
We can adjust the maximum temperature by this adjustment gear.

The arrow on adjustment gear point the maximum temperature desired.
Determine maximum temperature desired and replace the gear so that 
the stem can not move beyond this point.

Take off the red/green button on the handle. 
Unscrew the set screw from the handle. 
Take off the handle from the valve body.
When the cartridge nut is in the valve body, 
the notch is hidden.

Determine maximum temperature desired. 
Let the arrow on adjustment gear point the 
notch of maximum temperature desired on cartridge. 

Press down the adjustment gear onto cartridge. 
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Recommended 
component 
locations

Recommended 
component 
locations

Pull this button upward ,
dripping from tub spout

Press this button down, 
dripping from shower head.

Pull this button upward ,
dripping from shower head

Press this button down, 
dripping from tub spout
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1

360°

360°

360°

Insert the shower arm through the flange. 
Screw shower arm into pipe elbow inside the wall. 
Put the flange onto the finished wall surface.
Thread shower head onto shower arm.

Screw the tub spout into pipe elbow inside the wall. 

SHOWER HEAD:

3 TUP SPOUT:

Wall-mounted Faucet

-

-

WARNING
There is a temperature adjust component can limit the highest temperature of the pressure balance valve.
This factory had already fixed the highest temperature to be ≤43.05℃.Due to water temperature & pressure 
devotions,the actual temperature must be checked by using a thermometer,please be carefully to avoid scalding.

TO RESET THE WATER TEMPERATURE

Make sure all inlets or outlets pipe were 
well connected, and the valve is closed

Then take off the temperature adjust component,
please notice there is no need to remove the valve body,

but by using a tool (such as a "-" screwdirect) to pry up 
the temperature adjust component directly.
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The installation of split-handle

Tighten the mounting nut 
retaining screws until faucet is 
firmly secured to sink.

Tighten the mounting nut to the 
underside of the sink.

Insert the faucet supply inlet 
tubes, water supply lines and
mounting shank through the
hole in the deck plate.

Attaching the pull-out hose

Rubber washer

Stainless steel washer

Connector

Please refer to the detail instruction in the page of"The installation of spilt-handle”

Keep the handle pole static

Keep the handle pole static

Please refer to the detail instruction 
in the page of"The installation of spilt-handle”
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